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A Computational Modeling for Knowledge
Binding of the Unstructured Web Data
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It is a quite challenging task to handle the information
which are into in the forms of the various tags of the codes of
xml and html as well as in the textual unformatted structures
and if this coded information adds to the existing data it
makes the data enriched in many ways. This paper presents a
mechanism of the scrapping technique of the data from this
collaborative web information using numerical computing
model so that many of the knowledge embedded inside these
data can be added which reinforce the existing data strength,
the reinforcement process takes place by a model of string
matching using fuzzy set logic.

Abstract: The focus of this manuscript is laid towards
extracting insightful data embedded into web-based information
which is crucial for various academic and commercialized
application requirements. The study thereby introduces a robust
computational modeling by means of computing knowledge from
collaborative web-based unstructured information. For this
purpose, this design is simplified with Fuzzy based matching
algorithm and also with a set of procedures which reduces the
computational effort to a significant extent. The numerical
theoretical analysis shows that the effectiveness of the formulated
model. It also shows that the formulated concept outperforms the
baseline modeling by almost 50% when computational
performance is concerned.

A. Dataset Description
The top conference related to the machine learning related
domain is “Neural-Information-Processing-Systems(NIPS)”
which covers various problem domain related to the subjects
like
1) Cognitive-science(cs),2) deep-learning(dl),3)
re-inforcement learning(rl) and 4) computer-vision(cv) etc.
The table I shows the description of the data sources.
Table.1 Data source description of NIPS-2015

Keyword: Unstructured web-data, Fuzzy Logic, Information
Mining

I. INTRODUCTION
The potential growth of internet, web technologies, cloud
and distributed systems provides many business
opportunities for the enterprises to offer a web-based services
to the customers. The collaborative frameworks have already
gained a huge popularity worldwide and as a result of which
many online portals, blogging site, micro blogging and social
media applications are booming across the globe among the
users. The perceptions are built to have a large network which
generates a massive and heterogeneous data consisting of
html tag as semi-structured and many unstructured data
which is bound to grow continuously over period of time.
Initial days challenges were to store the data and make is
accessible, whereas with the maturity of cloud computing and
data management schemes and statutory requirements to
store the data for the longer time brought another challenge to
the community of researchers to facilitates a mechanism for
extracting insightful knowledge out of the reposited data. The
large and unstructured data which are shared across the
collaborative information network can be mined and these
meaningful interpretations can be made useful in various
aspects of monitoring and decision-making process that will
be beneficial in many aspects.

Sl. No
1
2

PaperAuthors.csv

3

Papers.csv

4
5

Hashes.txt
Aceeptedpaper.htm

Description
It contains id's and names for
each of the authors
Linking of papers to their
corresponding authors.
One row for each of the 403
papers from the conference.
Hashes
Accepted papers

II. RELATED WORK
The approach of data mining helps to solve many
real-world problems. The typical problems space in this
domain includes three basic problems 1) regression, 2)
clustering and 3) classification. The ever-increasing pace of
various kind of data generations brings many challenges
which need to be handled includes the problem of context
oriented heterogeneous data along with various kinds of
uncertainty into data dues to noises and data in move. In order
words a new form of data called big data in in existence which
have many forms of unstructured and impure data that need to
have specific approaches of models working on distributed
file systems in many of the application domain including
healthcare, social network, communication and the
transportations system etc [1]. Taking one example of
financial or banking sector, it is found that the usage of the
advance digital payment systems becomes hard due to lack of
proper computing infrastructures.
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The use of micro-services of messaging is being utilized
heterogeneous task is studied by (V. Huddar et al , 2016)
but exposed to the major security threats. The alternate
using multi-view techniques on the unstructured text
scheme namely crypto currency offers some better approach
data[14]. There exist one another important aspect in the
but still it does not penetrate to the larger depth. The block
society that the adult context across the web is mushrooming,
chain-based approach on the basis of node to node
therefore it should be detected to be monitored or restrictions
communication is proposed by (Y. Hu et al., 2019), where the
to the selected user groups. Existing filtering mechanism
node graph modelling plays an important role for designing
based on the knn, byes or n-gram or keyword match fails to
the process [2]. Ever-growing textual data cannot be analysed
get the insights from the unstructured contents from the web.
manually. The event detection is a problem in the
This issue is handled by (F. Ali et al., 2017) with the help of
unstructured text mining, where the conventional methods
technologies like svm, fuzzy based meaning [15]. The SNA
fails to consider the context. In the study of (G. Xu et. Al,
using the data from the social network site can provide an
2019) has considered Chinses language to detect the events
effective means to identify the dynamics of the people
and applied a method of fusion of many features considering
behaviours but due to its unstructured formats of the data it is
the context. The uniqueness of this approach is that the
a computational cost intensive task. (A. Psyllidis, 2018),
representation structure includes features like, semantic
introduces method by considering spatial-temporal
grammar, context etc which gives higher accuracy of event
correlation along with topic and localization for performing
detection from the unstructured text [3].
clustering [16]. (M. S. Hossain et al, 2016) handled all kind
There is huge popularity of the video for the information
of health care structured, semi structured and un-structured
sharing. The summarization of the video content is a
data of nature of big data suing svm and gaussian mixture of
challenging task and modelled as a problem of subset
the model [17]. Whereas, (B. Jin et. Al, 2018), applied neural
extraction that benefits many applications and this success of
network for the heart rate prediction [18]. The knowledge
these depends upon how exactly the low layer structure is
ming in the field of life logging which has its applicability in
considered. The principal component in changing scenario
the field of health care, security etc , where large
and extraction of the key frame is proposed by the (C. Dang.
unstructured data of eco-centric is analysed by (] M. Bolaños
2015), where they consider unstructured videos [4]. Even in
et. Al, 2017)[19]. Similarly, (L. Ponzanelli et al.,2019) has
the context of medical data they are not accurately annotated
analysed video tutorials to handle the issue of search and
or labeled and found very noisy and highly unstructured with
handling the content[20].
a large volume. The work by (G. Harerimana, 2019) provides
The comprehensiveness and the most important concept
insights of these data by means of deep learning approach for
from the unstructured text data require an efficient feature
planning more effectively the clinical task[5]. The existence
extraction mechanism. The authors (M. Aman et. al, 2018)
of the large data size of unstructured format is countered into
has devices a tree structure of the critical feature extraction
drug discovery process and geometric information of the
mechanism of parts of speech(pos) and uses memory less
topography or geography [6,7].
mechanism for the filtering [21]. The research for building
The use of regular expression is quite useful to handle both
the model of the smart grids from the unstructured and
the semi as well as unstructured text data as there are many
incomplete data is another area where mining approach plays
patterns can be interpreted by the regular expression [8]. The
an important role. An approach of automatic extraction of
large volume of unstructured data can be transformed into
only power related data is being attempted by (J. Riveraet . al,
structured data before applying any kind of the knowledge
2019) using spatial models.to get accurate topology [22].
extraction and interpretation process probably using concept
Table 2 shows some of the latest work on the large
of ontology and learning models which leads to have insights
unstructured text data
like a) vent, 2) types of events and their relationship which is
measured for its efficiency by F-measure metric[9]. (K. Liu
et. Al, 2018) works on the structural format of the cancer
dataset suing convolutional neural network (CNN), in
contrast that CNNs are designed to handle the unstructured
formats, so they modify CNN as a fully connected one to get
better accuracy [10]. In the domain of social network
analysis, especial unstructured settings provide a rich
treasure of the information, whereas analysis location targets,
activities, poses and occlusion is very cumbersome task.
(Alameda-Pineda et al.,2016) suggest annotation of gestures
which makes the method more effective as compare to sate of
art work to get cues for the insights of the social interactions
[11].
The customer data automation is achieved by (S. Agarwal,
et al, 2017) using knowledge extraction, machine learning
and natural language processing [12]. (W. tabib eta l, 2018)
exploits the potential of mining for the purpose of mapping
and navigating task [13]. The prediction from the
Table 2 Research on the large unstructured data
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Cite No.
E. Souza et al.,2018[23]

Problem Focus
Text mining of Portuguese

Technique used
Systematic mapping

Inferring
Newspaper and
corpus

V. Menon et. al, 2019[24]

Outlier in system

PCA

Parameter
free
identification

M. Du et. al, 2019[25]

Unstructured log analysis

Online streaming method

Dynamic
automatic
semantic

F. Wang et. al, 2017[26]

Unstructured verbatim

Bi-level feature extraction

Worked
on
maintenance dataset

R. Kumaravel et. al, 2018[27]

Unstructured
multidomain
extraction

Unified ontology modelling

Thermal Power Plant Industry
and domain identification

D. Yu et. al, 2019[28]

Social unstructured text content

Advance
online
processing

Twitter hierarchical
Dirichlet allocation

H. Guo et. al, 2016,[29]

Both
structured
unstructured mesh data

Vortex extraction

Scientists understand vortex
dynamics & superconductor

J. Leng et. al, 2017,[30]

Matching group relationship

Semi supervised learning, graph
model

Prototype for social interaction

documents
knowledge

and

Many languages exist in the world apart from English, in that
urdu is also spoken by large number of people. The large
unstructured urdu data is analysed by (]M. Ali,2018) by a
language independent classifier[31]. Agarwal eta.al, 2018
patiest data using NPL[32]. Other research domain in the
large unstructured text mining includes on biomedical text
using FuzzyKM[33], event log mining[34], unstructured text
data from court[35], big data from health care section[36],
news and event data[37]., teachers online unstructured text
discussion[38], graph mining[39]. The detail survey
conducted by Patil N S et al. [40]
It has been seen that almost in every walk of life the
system, is producing large and unstructured data, through
various method has been explored but graph mining is a
technique which is explored very less.

Col-oriented
Big Data

as

outlier

extraction
discovery

and
of

railway

latent

Transformation
process to create
Tabular structure

Table1: Authors
Table2: Papers
Table3:
PaperAuthors

Apply formulated
algorithm of web
scrapping and
mining
Connectivity Eshtablishment

Analysis of Computational performance

Figure 1 block-based representation of the concept
a) Approach1: Numerical computation operation
It is noted that the storage structure in Big data maintains a
column-oriented data. The process initially fetches a file
attribute <Authors.csv> and extracts the tabular information
in the form of ACd that refers to author column-oriented data.
A function f1(x) performs this transformation process of
creating table attributes through a specific file(fe) entities.
This transformation or conversion process can be
mathematically realized as follows:

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to generate potential insightful information from the
unstructured collaborative web information located in a
storage of big data, the study introduces a numerical
modeling which enables realisation of web scrapping with
cost-effective computation. Here web scrapping refers to a
computational process which extract meaningful information
from the collaborative web based unstructured data such as
HTML tag attributes. The prime agenda of this task is to
enhance the information reinforcement paradigm by
providing a mining operation which establishes superior
connectivity among information dissipating nodes by
reducing the complexity and redundancy associated with data
processing task. The entire computational operation in order
to analyse the corroborative heterogeneous web data , is
modelled by referencing the data source description
highlighted in [Table-2: FileName, Description].
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The transformation process basically generates a table
namely Table: Authors (1078×2) which is denoted with A.
The decomposition of table A revels two prime attributes
such as Id and Name.
The table 3 shows an instance of table Author where the
attributes are extracted from a big data column-oriented file
structure in the context of larger size of heterogeneous
collaborative networks. The instance of table 3 also shows a
row-col oriented table structure in terms of two prime
variables which are produced through applying on
column-oriented data.
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Table 3 Demonstrate a row-col oriented table structure

Table 5 Tabular structure of the attributes

Table3: Author
var1
Id
value1

3967

Table5: PaperAuthors

var2
Id

PaperId

AuthorId

2

5677

2649

3

5941

8299

4

5941

8300

5

5941

575

6

6019

8419

Name
'Yi Zhang'

3039

'Dustin Lang'

8262

'Theophane Weber'

2650

'Arthur Gretton'

8227

'Jimin Song'

value2

(1078 × 2)

(1321 × 3)
The study also applies another functional module f4(x) which
reads the “<html doc> “file consisting of approximately 54
pages of data from a database „datastore‟ considering a
variable db(type). The loaded string of <html doc> can be
displayed with number of lines as highlighted below:

The further computational operation is numerically designed
to covert the column-oriented big-data <Papers.csv> into a
tabular structure of Papers. The transformation process takes
places through another functional module of f2(x)s.t.
x
. Here
refers to papers column-oriented data.
The entire process is mathematically expressed as follows:

Table 6 Unstructured <html> number of lines
Unstructured <html doc> with number of lines
397:<div><div><h3>NIPSStringLine1</h3><p><br></p>
398:<i><spanclass="StringLine2</span></i><br><b>
399:
MSR</b><br><br><i><span
class="larger-font">StringLine3 </span></i><br><b>
400:
NICTA</b><br><br><i><span
class="larger-font">StringLine4</span></i><br><b>

e.q. 2
The processing of PCd data attributes result in 6-tuple
oriented table Papers. An instance of the table is shown as
follows:
Table 4 presents the outcome obtained after processing the
mathematical expression.

Further the operations load the entire text from the files and
store into object <html doc obj > of size (1 × 1) with bytes of
238742. An instance of the object which hold the extracted
unstructured text from the <Ap(html)/>. The further
operation of the computational modeling is subjected to
perform scraping operation considering the web resource
from Table 4: 397 with a specific structural expression.
b) Approach2: Scrapping data from the webpage
This module is functionally designed to scrape the
unstructured big data by employing the text source
information analysis. It basically considers different
<structural representation (Sr) > metric. This procedure
performs tokenization for Sr1, Sr2 which represents the initial
and end point of a list sequence and also extracts different set
of sub-strings between Sr1, Sr2. It also extracts different set of
list items and minimize the redundancy of data by deleting the
insignificant attributes.
Here Sr basically indicates the procedural execution flow
to outline a sequence of characters with a defied pattern or a
format. This implemented on the basis of a search algorithm
procedure which also employ matching strategy. This
provision the volume of text pattern for a subset of text
without having exact character match.
Representation: w (ord1)? W (ord2)? (word3| word4)
Matchindex  Match (text representation)
L  match (R1, R2, html)
Litem  match (R3, R4 , L)
T  match(R5 , Litem)
Here L = List , Litem = item list and T = Titles

The above table 4 shows the outcome obtained after
processing the mathematical expression highlighted in eq. 2.
Another column-oriented data
which stands for
PaperAuthors column-oriented data is processed under the
operational procedures attained by the functional module
f3(x). This function in return produces three prime variables
such as Id , PaperId, AuthorId. The transformation process
can be realized as follows:
The tabular structure of the attributes can be shown as
follows:
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7. Update  missing data | Substring matching |
Review Process
8. Deletion of table Activated:
a. Perform of inner joint of table through a
common key attribute
b. Construct array with accumulation
c. Create directed graph with connected
components
9. Visualize the connected network of authors through
unstructured data graph

This procedure shows how the procedure performs
matching operation through different types of tokenized
attributes in order to explore the unique representation. The
matching operation takes place in a way where the scrapped
data is compared with the database table attributes. During
this procedure also the computational process handles
different missing gaps such as it removes the data
redundancy, and also marks the missing data. The Fuzzy
stricng matching operation performs a ranking which get
computed on the basis of match rate evaluation. An overview
of the operation of matching is shown in the following figure
2.
The following is the algorithm execution flow to illustrate the
entire process with a conceptualization modeling.
Algorithm: Scrapping and Mining
collaborative web data
Input: Udweb (Unstructured web data)
Output: Efficient Information mining
Start
1. Initialize
,
,

End

unstructured

Figure 2 Process overview of string-matching operation

a. Enable

The above algorithm shows how the procedural modeling is
designed to perform efficient connectivity establishment
through web-based information mining where it also shows
how the graph structure is established to find out efficient
connection map vector which establishes correlation among
the web-based nodes. The computational analysis shows that
the procedure accomplishes to reducing the missing data by
89.3% with cost effective computation and also reduced with
35.5% during matching operation. The following figure
shows the connectivity among different authors/nodes in
different universities through OutDegree and InDegree
computation metric.

b. Enable
c. Enable
2. Compute the Table operation using eq. 1 to eq. 3
3. Load

object <html doc obj > //Unstructured data

4. Perform scrapping of data from web-page
a. Pattern analysis and data redundancy
minimization
5. Matching of scraped data with database Table (DT)
6. Activate: f5(X): Fuzzy Matching

Node Connectivity of Authors on the
Unstructured Data Set Graph
I1

I2

I3
I4

Figure 3 connectivity graph among different nodes through Fuzzy based matching algorithm
Figure 3 shows how the connectivity among different
potential nodes are obtained though information mining and
web scrapping operations as discussed in the methodology
portion of the research study.
IV. CONCLUSION

The process is computationally designed with fuzzy
string-matching operation which strengthens re-enforcement
operation on different data attributes. The connected graph
components also denote the correlation metric among
potential nodes though outdegree and indegree computation.

The study introduces a novel modeling of scrapping operation
in which collecting and mining are the key-procedures to
extract meaningful data from the unstructured data attributes.
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The numerical computational analysis clearly shows that the
formulated system can handle by minimizing the data
redundancy 89.3% and which is found quite lesser in the study
of M. Du et. al, 2019[25]. The study also found that the
formulated system also outperforms the model of M. Du et. al,
2019[25] when complexity is concerned. Thereby the
formulated approach of web scrapping poses futuristic scope
of this study into many application areas in the context of
Industry 4.0 and social media analysis.
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